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What is solo poly?



Solo Polyamory

An approach to polyamory that emphasizes agency and does not seek 
to engage in relationships that are tightly couple-centric. People who 
identify as solo poly emphasize autonomy, the freedom to choose their 
own relationships without seeking permission from others, and 
flexibility in the form their relationships take. Such people generally 
don’t want or need relationships that look like traditional couples, and 
may not, for example, seek to live with a partner (or partners) or 
combine finances with a partner (or partners).

-More than Two: Eve Rickert



How to Be Your Primary Partner

• Forget the Escalator

• Flexibility and Fluidity in Relationships

•Autonomy and How to Be Free Agent





Forget the Escalator



What is the escalator?

Making 
Contact

Initiation

Claiming and 
Defining

Establishment

Commitment

Merging

Conclusion

Legacy



What is the escalator?

• Failure to reach goal indicates 
failed relationship

• Stagnating at one landmark 
without progression also has 
negative connotations 





Flexibility and Fluidity in Relationships



Flexibility

• Not looking for a specific 
arrangement 
• Ex. Triad

• Focus on letting relationships 
evolve organically without 
expectations



Breaking down hierarchies 

• Some poly relationships have 
hierarchies

• The primary couple is always top 
priority



How to achieve fluidity

• You are your primary partner

• No hierarchies after that

• Relationships are separate 
entities (overlap is possible, but 
is not the main pillar of each 
relationship)

YOU



Autonomy and How to Be a Free Agent



How to be a free agent

• Dating individually versus as a 
couple

• No veto power

• No new partner rules (as long as 
safe sex is being practiced)

• Life decisions not necessarily 
always tied down to what is best 
for unit, but focused more on 
self-interest 



Sacrificing sacrifice

• Giving up self for the other

• Others’ needs before own
• Traditional female role is to take 

care of household and children 
and also work

• Traditional male role is to be a 
good strong provider and 
protector for a family 



Being your primary partner

• Autonomy: freedom from 
external control or influence; 
independence



Relationship Anarchy
A philosophy or practice in which 
people are seen as free to engage in 
any relationships they choose, 
spontaneity and freedom are 
desirable and necessary traits in 
healthy relationships, no relationship 
should be entered into or restricted 
from a sense of duty or obligation, 
any relationship choice is (or should 
be) allowable, and in which there is 
not necessarily a clear distinction 
between “partner” and “non-
partner.”

-More Than Two: Eve Rickert



How is RA different?

• No clear distinction between 
partner and non-partner

• Spontaneity and freedom

• Entering relationships with 
understanding of no obligations 



Conclusion



ME

Relationships
Friends & 

Family
Projects




